Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers

The Institute of Industrial & Systems Engineers is the world's largest professional society dedicated to the support of the industrial engineering profession and individuals involved with improving quality and productivity. IISE UW-Madison provides students with opportunities to develop lasting industrial, faculty and peer relationships. We also aim to facilitate community involvement and to enhance educational programs across all disciplines within ISyE at UWMadison and the Madison community at large.

President: Ellen Pflaster, eflaster@wisc.edu
Faculty Advisor: Prof. Raj Veeramani, raj.Veeramani@uwebc.wisc.edu
www.iiseuwmadison.org, @iieuwmadison

Human Factors and Ergonomics Society (HFES)

HFES brings together students and researchers from different fields and provides a forum to discuss, learn about, participate in, and integrate the various disciplines influencing the field of human factors at UW and in the community.

President: Hanna Barton, hbarton@wisc.edu
Faculty Advisor: Prof. Rob Radwin, rradwin@wisc.edu
http://hfes/engr.wisc.edu
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/356076644436263

INFORMS

The student chapter of INFORMS at the Operations Research is an association for students to engage with each other and share the knowledge of experience, research in, operations research and analytics. Our organization has activities such that orientations for new students, informal research discussions and presentations, operations research, and social events.

President: Akilesh soni, soni6@wisc.edu
Faculty Advisor: Prof. Laura Albert, laura@engr.wisc.edu
https://win.wisc.edu/organization/INFORMS-UW

Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME)

The Society of Manufacturing Engineers serves its members and the international manufacturing community through the advancement of professionalism, knowledge, and learning. Our chapter strives to maintain an active schedule of exciting plant tours along with interesting and informative technical presentations and activities, to promote an increased awareness of manufacturing engineering in our community.

President: Congfang Huang, chuang286@wisc.edu
Faculty Advisor: Prof. Shiyu Zhou, shiyuzhou@wisc.edu
http://mpac/engr.wisc.edu/SME/SME.html

Alpha Pi Mu, UW-Madison Chapter (APM Madison)

Alpha Pi Mu is the only nationally accepted industrial engineering honor society. It provides a common ground on which outstanding young engineers can exchange ideas, and to provide experiences which could help their future professional development.

We are currently looking for student leaders to activate our APM Chapter. If you are interested in learning more, please contact:

Amanda Smith, Amanda.smith@wisc.edu

We highly recommend students become involved in extra-curricular organizations. These experiences provide you with a wide network of people and resources and they increase your understanding of the field by helping forge interactions with professors, professionals, and peers.

In addition to these ISYE-run organizations, there are numerous organizations open to students across Engineering disciplines. Begin your search here:
Wisconsin Involvement Network (WIN)
https://win.wisc.edu